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Reef redefines the role of architectural
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Nitinol, is part of a class of metals called Shape
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architecture could be understood with this

the dimensions of the material, creating a wire
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which looks like any other typical wire but whose

architecture as a solely formal pursuit allows a

length can be precisely varied and controlled.

more careful examination of its social effects.

Far Left : Aluminum tabs organize flow and
orientation of fins and create an interface
for dynamic control system
Center : Animated sequence diagram
demonstrates fin motion as it ripples
through gallery space
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Upper Left : Close-up of aluminum
substructure at a fin mounting point.
Electrical connection to nitinol actuator wire
indicated by two small posts on either side
of mounting tab
Lower Left : Close-up nitinol wire connection at fin. As wire contracts, the fin is pulled
into curled position
Far Right : View of wall looking from
behind. The motion of operable fins
creates a dynamic interface between the
more public spaces and this private pocket
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Context
Reef furthers the experimental agenda of Storefront through the
investigation of a sophisticated and flexible negotiation of the
public street and the typical 1st floor retail space. The original
façade installation by Acconci and Holl engaged public space in a
novel way by locating the art and architecture experiment at
interface between gallery and street rather than sealing it off from
the public life of the street. Reef extends this experiment through
the introduction of a more precise and fluid secondary interface;
one charged with the purpose of fostering refined social
interactions through a variable, and fluid porosity.
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Far Left : Aggregated layering of fins produces
changing levels of opacity, coloration and lighting
effects
Center : Diagram showing the installation as
situated within the context of the gallery
Above Right : Plan configuration demonstrating
pockets of interface within Reef and between Reef
and existing gallery walls both static and operable
Lower Right : Storefront elevation with Reef
installation as perceived through Acconci/Hall
façade
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Using an aggregation of 600 responsive fins
that form a singular surface, the installation
negotiates the unique site condition of the
gallery, imbuing the space with an identifiable
personality

while

simultaneously

affecting

social and movement patterns both inside and
outside the gallery. Unlike the typical activities
that one associates with ground floor spaces of
the city -- retail, office, or gallery - here the
motion and sway of nature, like trees in the
wind, is enfolded within interior space, drawing
in the sensibility of the outdoors. In tandem with
the Acconci/Hall façade,

Left : Front view as seen inside gallery,
showing fins in motion along the length of
the installation
Above and Below Right : Reef installation
works in tandem with Acconci/Hall façade
to create several interactive layers between
private gallery and public sidewalk.
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The responsive surface is structured by an
aluminum lattice capable of fitting snugly inside
the specific context of the Storefront gallery.
Within Storefront's planimetric wedge, this
surface moves from simple vertical plane to
volumetric habitable space producing intense
and varied experiential conditions. At the narrow
end of the wedge, the vertical responsive
surface acts as an interior billboard drawing in
the public from the busy street intersection. As
the wedge of the Storefront gallery expands
from this corner, this surface wraps back on itself
to create a barrel vault of reactive fins offering a
more physically immersive experience.
The surface is striated with a fin pattern running
parallel to the storefront, creating a secondary
layer of mediation inside the Acconci/Holl
operable wall. The effect of combined fin
movement creates local moments of visual
transparency or opacity and alter the perceived
scale and energy of the space, allowing the
space to selectively open visually to passersby.
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Left and Right : Interior view showing the
layering of aluminum framework and
translucent fins
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and seminars at Cornell University, SCI-Arc, Woodbury University, and
the Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design as well as fabrication
workshops in Barcelona, Istanbul, and Krefeld (D). He holds a Master
of Architecture degree from the University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA).

Right : Perspective drawing showing
animated social environment as it spills
into the streetscape. An ambiguous,
porous envelope created by both the
building facade and the variable fin surface
of the installation emboldens passersby to
not only peak in, but to meander in from the
public space of the sidewalk.
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